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ABSTRACT

.The time required by a driver to detect, a decrease
in interwehieular spading of a car'which is traveling at a
constant velocity and following a lead vehicle was hypothec
sized to be a function of the angle subtended by the lead
ear and a change in that angle,

A pilot test was conducted

in which it was determined that a just noticeable difference
in intervehieular spacing changes was a function of the
change in retinal angle ( A 6)
angle (6).

relation, to the initial

A proportionality constant of ,07 was deter®

mined and found to hold for initial'vehicular separation,
distances of 50, 90 and 115 feet , and relative velocities
from approximately -3 to =18 feet per second.

Perception

times were found to decrease with a decrease in initial
vehicular separation distances, and to increase with a
decrease in relative velocity.

viii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Recent- presidential and public concern in auto-®
mobile and road safety and the enactment of mandatory
safety standards for imported and U„ S„ manufactured auto-®
mobiles9 has caused greater emphasis to be directed to such
areas as highway design9 driver education and licensing9
vehicle inspection and the general area of basic traffic
flow theory.
With a national traffic toll of nearly 1,000 deaths
a we,eka it is evident that something must be .done to reduce
the deaths and injuries suffered as a result of traffic
accidents.

Any such investigation into the area of basic

traffic flow theory however, must take driver behavior into
account«, as driver behavior plays an important role in the
interaction between driver and car.
The Systems Engineering Department of the University
of Arizona has, within the past two years, concerned itself
with investigations into this area to an extent which has
lead to three Masters theses.

Research in this area has

and is currently being performed by many others, one of the
earliest being Greenshields (1934), who conducted his

experiment by taking motion pictures of traffic departing a
sports stadium.

In his experiment9 Greenshields was eon®-

earned with obtaining an empirical formula for the reeom®
mended spacing between vehicles at various speeds.
More recent studies by Chandler6 Herman and
■Montrail (1958), Edie (1961)9 Gasis s Herman and Rothery
(1961), Kometani and Sasaki (1961), Herman and Rothery

(1965) and others have done much in. extending early ideas
and developing new ones in the area of traffic flow.
To be able to make investigations and draw eon®
elusions concerning driver behavior in a ear following sit®
uation, it is important to have a clear understanding of

the classes of information available to the driver, and of
the weight he places upon the different classes in detecting
changes in such a situation.
The object of this thesis was to investigate the
information used by the driver to detect intervehleular
spacing changes,

A literature search of information, ex®

perimentation, and ideas on the subject was conducted and
pertinent information included herein,

A hypothesis eon®

earning the relationship between the retinal angle and
changes is presented and tested.

An attempt is made to

show that the .detection latency of a decrease in inter®
vehicular spacing is related to the detection of an angular
increase of the retinal angle subtended by the lead ear.

Chapter 2 presents and discusses basic traffic flow
theory with a View toward facilitating reader understanding
and appreciation of subsequent presentations*
Chapter 3 discusses perceptual considerations in
ear following*
Chapter 4 is a discussion of the author0s @sep@ri=>
m@nt and Chapter 5 presents statistical analysis of the
experiment,

.

Chapter 6 is a presentation of experimental results9
conclusions' and areas for further study*

CHAPTER 2
TRAFFIC FLOW THEORY
Sine© the first ‘’horseless68 carriage mad© its
appearance in the lat© 18000s 9 the automobile has become
more and more an influencing factor in our daily lives$
affecting where and what type roadways we build, Wiere we
live, work and spend our leisure time, what we eat and the
way we build our cities.

Today, automobiles of the United

States travel over highways, streets- and roads on the aver=
age of 1,000,000 miles a minute causing enormous traffic
problems, problems which the traffic flow theorist must
attempt to solve.

Host pressing of these problems being to

reduce the accident rate and to maintain an increase traf®
fie flow in spit© of increasing traffic concentration
(Herman and Potts, 1961),
Car®Fo1lowing
Car®following or follow®the®leader studies are well
suited to lend some insight into these problems.

In a

foHow®the®leader situation, a driver traveling in such a
manner so as -not to b© influenced by vehicles to his front
but so as to affect the vehicles to his rear creates a
’’platoon98 of vehicles to his rear, in which he is considered

the'nplatoon leader".

As "platoon leader"9 his actions

affect other members of the platoon.

We are primarily eon®

earned with modeling the "platoon leader" and the driver of

the vehicle immediately following the leader.

The idea

being that in such a situation the driver of the following
ear attempts to follow a fairly close lead vehicle in a
stable manner and hence interacts with it (Herman and
GOrdels , 1963),

Such is not the ease, however, when the

spacing between the ears is greater than 250 feet as
pointed out by -Edie and Foot® (1958).
Why, with modem high-speed, limited access free-- ways and expressways are we interested in such a simple sit-'
nation?

One needs to take but a look at our modem roadways

during morning and evening rush hours, holidays and weekends
to arrive at the obvious answer.

An excellent example is

the Pennsylvania Turnpike, constructed 27 years ago to
handle 25,000 cars per day,and today handles 100,000 ,
Fhrther.such a model is well suited to access way and tunnel

traffic.
When a driver is. placed in such a situation as
"follow-the-leader", he receives and responds to certain

information from the' lead ear.

Michaels (1963) in examin

ing this'information, and driver responses there-tofound
that the driver in attempting'to minimise his response time
and maximize the distance at which compensatory control
action may be taken, operates at the threshold of angular

6
velocity detection.

He also found that the threshold of

angular velocity is a function of intervehicular separation
and relative velocity.
To review some of the basic concepts in car follow
ing, let’s look at the situation where we have two ve
hicles on a roadway.

If we let

and x^ represent the

respective positions of a lead vehicle and a vehicle follow
ing the lead vehicle, on that roadway, we can establish the
following relationships between them:
1.

The intervehicular spacing between the two

vehicles is equal to the position of one vehicle minus the
position of the other on the roadway.
y = xL - x2
2.

The rate of spacing change is equal to the

velocity of one vehicle minus the velocity of the other.

3.

The rate of change of the spacing change, is

equal to the acceleration of one vehicle minus the accel
eration of the other.

y = X1 " x2
These relationships were established by letting x represent
the velocity and x represent the acceleration.

If we

investigate further we will find in common driver experience
that:

1.

y is constant if

and Xg are identical and

constant.
2.

y becomes plus or minus but constant when x and

x are constant but different.

•
3.
if ^

•

*#

y is equal to x% if

•

•

•

•

is zero, and equal to xg

is zero.
Recent Investigations
In a study of the car-following task, Braunstein and

Laughery (1964) attempted to measure the ability of an ob
server to detect accelerations and decelerations (x^) of a
lead vehicle as a function of rate of change (y) and ini
tial intervehicle separation (y).

Two levels of rate of

velocity change (x^) and two vehicular separation distances
(y) were investigated.

It was determined that detection

time increased with intervehicle separation (y) and de
creased with increasing rate of change (x^).

Such find

ings are in agreement with the findings of Michaels and
Solomon (1962) who found that detection time is a function
of the velocity of the lead vehicle (x^) and its distance
(y) from the driver of the following vehicle.
Subsequent investigation of the data of Braunstein
and Laughety (1964) was done by Hoffman (1966) in which he
used dimensional analysis to conclude that the detection
process of changes in intervehicular spacing appears to be
that of detecting a change in vehicle spacing (y) according

8
to the equationAz = constant. An equation which is
y
similar to Webers law. Hoffman also concluded that the

$
velocity change (y) and latency (t) are simply by-products
of this process, being dependent upon the acceleration of
the lead vehicle (x^)and intervehicular separation (y).
The author feels that Hoffman did an outstanding job of
analysizlng the data of Braunstein and Laughery, and concurs
with his conclusions.
Brown (1960) found that the least detectable differ
ence in angular velocity

of an object which changes

speed as it moves laterally across the field of view,
varied in direct proportion to the angular velocity (*0)
over a range from 0.10 to 20 degrees of visual angle per
second.
The results obtained by Brown in his investigation
of the relationship between an increase in angular speed to
angular speed was one of the motiviations which prompted
the author to conduct an investigation into the possible
relationships between the angle subtended by the lead car
and an Increase in that angle.

Discussion in greater de

tail is found in Chapters 3 and 4.

CHAPTER 3
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE AND MOTION
Distance Perception
Generally, distance or depth perception is thought

of as the ability to judge which of two objects is nearer
the observer.

In this thesis w@ are interested in much

the same type of judgment.

The difference being that we

are concerned with the judgment of whether or not the dis
tance to a lead vehicle (y) has changed with an increase in
time, as'opposed ^to'the-relative .closeness of objects in
the same time frame.

Obviously, should a driver be defi

cient in this characteristic, serious consequences could
arise unless such deficiencies are compensated for, Although the impression of depth appears to be
instantaneous, Cheatham (1952) found that, there was a time
lapse between the arrival of the stimulus on the retina and
the beginning of its perception.

Ogle (1962) suggested

that depth'perception is mad© possible through empirical'
and secondary: cues.

He elected, to place the empirical cues

such as observer motivation, personality and the meaning
attached to stimulus pattern into a class of seldom used
cues and classified the following as secondary cues:
9

10

10 Size of retinal image$ .linear perspective =»
size changes of familiar objects are viewed as distance
changes by an observer,,
Interposition (Overlay) — » the nearness of two

2.

objects prevents the complete retinal image formations of
farther objects,
3„. Aerial perspective «=• an apparent increase in
distance due to adverse atmospheric effect on the clarity9
distinctness and hues of objects,
4,

Light, shade and shadow «=> pattern of light and

shade on an object gives an effective cue to relative depth,
5,

Motion «—> parallax «= during a translatory move®

ment, near objects appear to move faster than more distant

objects, the blurredness of nearer objects is different
from that for more distant objects,

6, Blurring of the retinal images «== if objects at
an intermediate distance are fixated and focused on the
retina,
7,

Relative height

objects farther away appear

nearer the horizon than do near objects,
8,

Proprioception «=• accommodation and convergence

Changes provide cues for spatial location.
Of the above mentioned cues, the author as well as
others who have worked in the area, feel that retinal image
size is of greatest importance if some knowledge-of absolute
size is available.

Ogle (1962) states that the size of
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retinal image is probably the most important m e because,
stimulus=»mes of this type provide the maximal amount of '
information*
Motion
Much research has been accomplished and extensive

literature accumulated on the subject of motion.

Motion

can be described as the change'of an object9s position in
space.

We must rememberfl however9 that motion is a r@la«=

tive rather than an absolute term.
In a ear following situation9 our primary consideration as relates to motion Involves a, stimulus-which moves
.ds
through a distance s at a rate
commonly k n o w as veloe®
o
ity9 difference in velocity of two objects (y) or ©f one
object at different times and rate of change of velocity
2
!'
S 2S 9 commonly k n o m as acceleration,
dt2
When viewing a moving object8 there exist both
lower and upper thresholds in. the perception of motion as
regards to angular velocity.
mined by Aubert (1886),

The lower threshold m s deter

He used moving' objects such as

millimeter paper to determine a lower threshold of between

1 and 2 minutes of'arc per second.

It is interesting to

note that this figure rose to between 10 and 20 minutes of
are per second when.the stationary parts of the apparatus
used by Aubert was screened.

Experiments' in the area by

J». F, Brown (.1931) indicated a lower threshold for
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dis@riminable objects of between 2 and 6 minutes of are per
second.

These figures are somewhat higher than those of

Aubert,

However$ when we consider the difference in length

and width of field of view between the two. experiments, it
should be obvious that a difference would exist.
Overtaking
In ear following situations s where two vehicles are

traveling in the. same direction„ on the same roadway and in
such position that the lead vehicle is continuously visible
by the driver of the following vehicle, it is seldom the
ease that the two vehicles will be or remain at the exact
same velocity.

If the difference in velocity is such that

the velocity of the following vehicle is greater than that
of the lead vehicle9 an overtaking situation will occur and
the driver of the following vehicle, with time, will detect
that the spacing between the two vehicles has changed,

v

Factors enabling such detection have.been the topic of many
experiments and much research.

In a recent paper Michaels

(1963)9 theorized that such detection is due in part to the
driver, at some point in time, estimating the angle sub=
tended by the lead vehicle, and determining, at some later
point in time,' if an angular change has occurred, or by
inferring directly that a change in distance has occurred,
Michaels also found that if we consider only the horizontal
angle subtended by the lead vehicle, the following equation
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could be used to show the rate at which the angle was
changing:

W = vehicle width

(3.1)

It can be seen in equation 3,1 that the angular velocity is
dependent upon both relative velocity and vehicle separa
tion.

When we consider that the threshold of angular

velocity in an actual driving situation lies in the range
3-10 x 10"^ rad./sec.

(Bureau of Public Roads, 1950) it

is evident that either the relative velocity must be large,
or the separation distance must be small for angular veloc
ity to be detectable.
Related Studies
Among the many car-following experiments and studies
which have been conducted on the visual discriminations of
velocity can be found an excellent study by R. H. Brown
(1960) based on various experiments in the area.

Brown

summarized that the least detectable difference in angular
across field velocity

(A W)

varies in direct proportion to

the angular velocity (U) ) over a lateral range from 0,1 to
20 degrees of visual angle per second.

Brown further

linked this ratio to Weber’s ratio, which has been employed
in studies of other sensory discriminations.

A linear fit

to the data was made by Brown, in which he found that con
stant of proportionality to be 0.10.

He pointed out

14
however, that the linearity may apply only to a restricted
range of stimuli.
Hypothesis
In reviewing the above and other studies in the
literature on the subject, it seems reasonable that if we
let 0 be the angle subtended by the lead vehicle at time t
and 0 + ^ 8 be the angle subtended at time t + /\t, there
should exist a relationship between 0 and ^ 0 which would
be applicable over a range which would be independent of
angular velocity.

Further, we should be able to find a

relationship between 0 and /^0 which will facilitate the
determination of T in the car following model proposed by
Unwin (1967), within certain restrictions to be discussed
later.

~ ,
Xn

The model as proposed by Unwin is as follows:

a
= —

+c|xn_i(t)-xn(t)-b)}

Where xn<e^(t) is the position of the n-lst vehicle,

^(t)

—
is its velocity and x^_^(t) is its acceleration, all at
time t.

T, the detection time delay, and 6, the reaction

time combine to become response to stimulus delay time, a
and c are sensitivity constants, and b is a spacing con
stant.

T as shown is actually composed of the time it takes

a driver to detect a change in velocity (t^), and vehicle
response time (tg).

This thesis is concerned with t^.
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We have previously stated that visual angle is a
basic variable in distance or depth perception.

Thus it

would not seem unusual to be able to establish a relation
ship between 0 and /\0 as previously indicated.

The concept

of visual angles is represented by the following diagram.

I
I
W

where W is the width of the lead vehicle, y is the distance
separation between lead vehicle and the observer, and 9 is
the angle subtended on the retain of the observers eyes.
The visual angle can then be determined by the
following equation:
0 = 2 Arctan

^

in radians

(3.3)

or if we prefer,
tan

7

3

2

y *-n radians

(3.4)

When 9 is small enough for tan 6 = 9, approximately
W in radians
9 = —

(3.5)

If we assume the relationship of the angular
increase (^9) to the angle (9) to be:
%1

(3.6)
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Letting y(0) represent the intervehicular spacing upon
initial observance and y(t) represent the spacing at some
time t later, we can, given that we know

and 9(0) ,

determing A 9 and y(t) as follows:
A e = K 10(O)

(3.7)

9(t) = 8(0) + A e

(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

y
By utilizing information obtained by equations 3.6 <
—

3.10,

we are able to determine the detection time T for a just
noticeable difference angular detection threshold.
The hypothesis concerning the relationship of the
visual angle (9) and the latency T for the detection of a
negative velocity change, is as follows:
Hypothesis:

The detection latency of a negative relative

velocity can be determined by the just noticeable differ
ence detection time for an increase in visual angle (9).
In order to determine the value of the constant
(K^) in equation 3.6, a pilot test consisting of sixteen
subjects was conducted by the author.

Each subject was

shown 16mm color movie shots of a stationary lead vehicle
as he would view it were he the driver of a following
vehicle and requested to indicate the direction of a
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spacing change, if any, relative to the immediately pre®
eeeding pietureB

Evaluation of data obtained for several

separation distances of between 30 and 85 feet, showed this
constant to be .07 (see Chapter 4)„

Given that equation

3.3 holds and that the above constant (K^) is accurate, we
should be able to determine the angular threshold detection
time (I) for. a negative relative velocity.

Clearly such

determination is affected by how much of a velocity differ
ence and vehicle.separation is involved.

A 2 second inter

val between showings of the lead car was chosen to eliminate
the effects of after-images which may have tended to create
apparent motion, and because the effects of time between
stimuli tended to be Constant over a range from approxi
mately .5 to 4 seconds.
To test the validity of this hypothesis, an experi
ment was conducted for relative velocities of - 1, -2,' -4,
and -8 miles per hour at a base speed of 30 miles per hour,
of -1.5, -3, -6 and -12 miles per hour at a base speed of
45 miles per hour, each at distances of approximately 50,
90 and 115 feet.

Results,' analysis and conclusions are

shown in Chapters 4 and 5.

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT
Pre®Enperim©nt Investigation and Testing
During the course of an experimentg the investigator
is faced with attempting to control or take into account the
effects of the different variables'on his results,
tunat@ly9 ^

Unfor«=

Is not always feasible or even possible to

control or consider the effects of all the varying eon-»
ditions during an experiment.

One step in this direction

however9 is the use of motion pictures whenever such usage
does not present an unrealistic situation which is far
removed from the actual situation,
Torf and Duckstein (1966) found that while the us®
of motion pictures proved successful in ear following ex»
perimentSj, there appeared to be a large discrepancy between
the visual field of the human eye and that of a camera lens.
The author'maintains that as long as essential driver infor
mation is presented the subject9 this discrepancy will not
materially affect his'performance.

Essential driver infor

mation is that part of the driver8® frontal vision which
includes the road edges, and center lane marker (Gordon,
1967),

To insure that the essential information was
18
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presented to the subject$ a 16mm f=600an Vista^ision adapt
er lens w s used in both shooting and projecting the test
film.

However realistic a testing technique using motion
pictures may be, 'we. are always faced with the fact that we
can never completely convince an observer that he is a
participant in a 6lreal89 situation.

Hence such testing falls

within what Imler (1967) calls "part-task89. The use of
part-task .8imitation seems justified as long as it is

realised that such presentation can never completely por
tray a situation as It is found in the "real" world.
Michaels and Stephens (1963) indicated that they felt the
use of part-time simulations possesses the following advan

tages to 'actual .situation testing:
1.

Facilitates defining in advance what you hope

to accomplish and the method by which you plan to do so.
2,

The speed at which studies can be conducted.

.3.

The flexibility gained from a building block

type concept.
To insure accurate measurements, presentations and
recordings, all instruments were calibrated in-accordance
■with'the manufacturers instruction, with exception ■of the

combination voltmeter, tachom®ter-generator fifth wheels,
and cruise.controls.

To calibrate the fifth wheel-

voltmeter combination, the voltage output of the fifth
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wheels was deteralned to be 6 volts per 1000 RPM0 Aeeept®
Ing the manufacturers claim that the output was linear to
3000 RPMj voltmeter readings were calculated for 22, 26,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, and 38 miles per hour for the. lead
vehicle and 30 miles per hour for the following vehicle.
The cruise controls were found to be extremely accurate and
required no adjustments, i0@„, velocity variation was found
to be insignificant.
Pilot Test and Equipment
A pilot test was conducted in an attempt to deter®
mine the relationship oi the visual angle (©) to its just
noticeable'change ( A 9)®

This test, was conducted with the

use of 16mm motion pictures as was the primary experiment.
The ©vents for this film were obtained by taking pictures
of a lead ear at 30, 32%, 35, 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85 feet
ahead of a'following ear.

The pictures were taken by a

16mm Bolex Movie Camera, equipped with Vistaseop® lens and

mounted as'shown in Figure 4.1.

By the use of two Hunter

Decade Timers, the filming was done so as to allow the lead
ear to be on the screen for 3.33 seconds when projected at
24 frames per second. A 2 second separation between each
showing of the lead ear was accomplished by taking pictures
of a sky blue cardboard.

By carefully choosing the hue and

reflectance of the cardboard, it was possible to obtain the
same overall brightness of vehicular and blank separation

Front View

Side View

Figure 4.1

Diagram of Camera as Mounted for Filming
Scenes Used in Pilot Test and Main Experiment.
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scenes.

Kodachrome II daylight color film was used for the

filming because of its direct
color fidelity.

reversibility and high

The filming was done on an aircraft pas=>

sageway at Davls«=>Honthan Air Base.

The passageway was

marked with an orange colored, one foot wide9 center line$
was bordered on the left by an aircraft storage area and
on the right by a military housing area.
.

Test Station
The test station consisted of a 16mm magnetic and

optical sound projector, an oscillograph recorder, movie
screen, a sound deadening viewing room, and mirror.

Ghan=

nel 2 of the oscillograph recorder was connected to the
sound output 'terminal of the projector for the purpose of
recording each appearance on the screen of the lead car.
The input of a switch located on the a m rest of the sub®
j@et8g seat was also placed on this channel of the recorder.
The purpose of this switch was to provide a means whereby
the subject could indicate a mistaken spacing determination.
By activating this switch, the subject would cause 6 volts
DC to be registered on the recorder, indicating that he had
'made an error in his last indication.

The next Indication

was then accepted as the on© he originally desired to make.
The viewing room consisted of a subjects seat with
right a m rest, screen and spacing indication controls as
shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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The spacing indication controls were labelled
FARTHER and CLOSER, positioned as are the accelerator and
brake pedals ©f most American ears, and provided for the
purpose of allowing the subject to indicate increases and
decreases of intervehicular spacing.

The output from these

controls were recorded on Channel 1 of the oscillograph
recorder as follows;
1,

Depression, other than full, of the FARTHER '

switch, caused the recorder to register 3 volts DC,
2,

Full depression of the FARTHER switch caused

the recorder to register 6 volts DC,
3,

Removing the foot from the FARTHER switch and

depressing the CLOSER switch caused the recorder to register
0 volts then 1 volt DC respectively.

The subjects were re

quested to. keep: the FARTHER switch partially depressed

unless engaged in indicating a decision.
The mirror, projector, subject8s seat and screen
were arranged so as to present a lead ear picture which
would subtend the same retinal angle as would the lead ear
in the situation depicted,

(See Figure 4,2)

.

Conduct of Test
Prior to testing, each subject was screened to
determine.if he was a licensed driver and had good vision
or vision which was correctable with glasses.
who required glasses wore than during the test.

All subjects
The
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Subject

Screen

Projector
Mirror

Figure 4.2

Diagram of Projector, Mirror, and Screen
Arrangement for Subject Testing.
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subjects'were then asked to read the instruction sheet (see
Appendix B) 6 One® all questions were answered$ the sub-,

jeets were given a trial run of a film other than the test
film to afford them an opportunity■to become familiarised
with the equipment and tasks.

The subjects consisted of 15 male and 1 female stu
dents or employees of the University of Arizona,

Average

driving experience ran from 2 to 30 years with an average
of 10 years.

Each subject was requested to judge the die- •

tance of the'picture of the lead ear he was presently view

ing 9 relative to the previous picture.

Results are as

shown in Appendix A,
Analysis and Conclusions
Taking the difference limen as' 50% -correct detec

tion and working under the'assumption'that the. error was
lin©ar$ the value of the angular increase for the differ- ■
@ne© limen over the base angles for 32,5, 65,.70, 75, 80
and 85 feet were computed.

The. mean of these values was

then computed and assigned as the proportionality constant
K

1

for equation 3,6,

It is realized that this method is

.

crude and at best gives only an approximation.
Refinement on this method could very easily be
accomplished by actually using the proportionality constant
to determine the approximate increase in retinal angle
( A 9), necessary for detection of a just noticeable
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difference, and conducting verification tests.

Further

refinement could be accomplished by varying the stimulus
and between stimulus, time interval.
Main Experiment Equipment and Filming
The test vehicles for the main experiment consisted
of two white, 1967■Chevrolet, four door sedans from the

Systems Engineering Laboratory.

Each vehicle was factory

equipped with automatic transmission, air conditioning,
cruise control, 275 horsepower V«=8 engines, radio (AM) and

safety equipment.
For experimental purposes, the vehicles were
equipped as follows:

(Also see Appendix'E)

1. .Taehomet©r®generator mounted fifth wheel,
attached to the rear bumper of each vehicle.
2.

Paper tap© oscillograph recorder and battery™

inverter power supply, mounted in the trunk of each vehicle.
3.

Event marking switch mounted near the brake

pedal on the lead vehicle and near the camera on the follow™
ing ear.
4.

Dash mounted voltmeter calibrated for 38, 36,

32, 31, 30, 29, 28, 26 and 22 miles per hour for the lead

ear, and 30 miles per hour for the following ear.

(See

Figure 4.3) .
Filming for the experiment was done on a level,
moderately traveled five mile section of State Highway 87,
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4.3A

Diagram of Meter Used by
the Lead Gar Driver.

Figure 4,3B

Diagram Showing Meter as
Mounted in the Lead Car,

Figure
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south of CooLidge, Arizona,

Comimnleatlon between vehicles

used in the filming was accomp1ished through the us© of two'
portable FM radiose The operating rang© of these radios
was extended through the use of the AM radio antennas mount™
ed on th© cars*

The ©vent markers were used to indicate on

the oscillograph records, the beginning and end of events.
Upon attaining and stabilizing at the required event veloe™
ityg tb® operator of the lead vehicle would, through the
use of the FM radios$ notify the camera operator, who.would
begin filming when the approximate event spacing was
attained.
Stationary reference shots of the lead vehicle
taken every five feet between 25 and 200 feet and a micro™
film viewer were used to edit the film: of the ©vents to the
desired initial spacing.

This method was quite accurate at

50 and 90 feet, but could not be used,to obtain an accuracy
greater than 4 2.5 feet at 115 feet.

However when w© eon™

sider the ratio of distance changes to corresponding angu
lar changes at th© various distance, w® can se© that the

relative angular error is about the same.
To insure that the subjects were not anticipating
the actions of the lead ear, scenes depleting the lead ear
at the same and higher velocity than th© following car,
were randomly included in th© film.

Possible bias was
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eliminated by leading the subjects to believe that all
responses were of equal importance„
Subject Testing
Due to the non-»availability of four of the sixteen

subjects tested during the pilot test9 only 12 were used as
subjects in.this teste

Each subject was requested to read

the instruction sheet and to ask any questions that he felt
were warrantede. The subject was then requested to enter
the viewing room and assume a comfortable position in the
seat provided.

After necessary adjustments had been mad© a

test of the time required by the subject to activate the
CLOSER switch, once he had removed his foot from the FARTHER
switch,'was conducted.

In this test, the subject was

instructed to carry out the actions described above imm@di~
at@ly upon receiving the verbal starting signal of "MOW",
The subject9s action caused a decrease from 3 to 0 and an
increase from Q to 2 volts respectively to be recorded on
Channel 1 of the oscillograph recorder.

The interval of

time in which no voltage was recorded was taken as the time
required by the subject to carry out the required actions.
These times were recorded and later compared with the times
required by the subject to indicate a decrease in Inter™
vehicular spacing.
In investigating the detection latency for the sub
jects, It was found that reaction time had not been
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considered, and a subsequent test was made.

This test re®

quired the subject to indicate perception of a light stim~

ulus by removing his. right foot from the partially
depressed FARTHER switch and .depressing the CLOSER switch.
Stimulus registration and stimulus presentations were
accomplished by connecting the output of a magnetic sound

movie projector to a small 12 volt bulb and to Channel 2 of
the previously mentioned oscillograph recorder,

A film

with six randomly spaced tones on magnetic tape$ was used
for the testing.

Subject reaction time was then recorded

as the elapsed tim© between presentation of the stimulus
and the time- he removed his foot from the FARTHER switch.
The mean reaction time of the six subjects tested was 0,283
seconds with a variance of 0,0022 seconds.

The mean re~

aetion time was later subtracted from the.mean response
times of the subjects.
The test film consisted of a series of randomly
arranged events of a lead ear traveling at a velocity which
was less % equal to and greater than that of the following ■
vehicle.

Tone recorded on magnetic tape and affixed to the

film was used to indicate on the recorder.strip when each
event actually appeared on the screen.

This method proved

quite successful with an accuracy, of f,04 seconds.

Each

©vent was separated by a 2 second filler of the same type
used in the pilot investigation.

If a subject 'indicated he

Figure 4.4

Diagram of Subject’s Viewing Room and Seat.

w

CLOSER
Switch
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normally listened t© a ear radio while driving 9 an AM-FH
radio was provided,
. As requested, ©aeh subject kept the FARTHER switch

partially depressed when he was not engaged in registering
a detection.

This -action facilitated recording -the subject

decision time by allowing the time that he released pres
sure ..on the FARTHER switch to place his foot on the CLOSER

switch, to be recorded as his moment of decision.

There

were no instances in the situations under study where the
subject, before indicating his decision, removed his foot
from the FARTHER switch for periods much greater than his
normal response time.

This action eliminated the necessity

to make adjustment In indication times to account-for subject
response time,

.

The test film, produced at 16 frames per second and
at a base velocity of 30 miles per hour, was first shown to
the subject at 16 frames per second and then at 24 frames
per second.

This action created an apparent 50% increase

in base speed and velocity difference over the first show
ing,

With exception of a slight increase in detectable

lateral'movement, this method proved quite successful.

Worthy of mention however, is the fact that near the end of
the second showing, two subjects detected that the films
were the same.

Each stated that he did not remember enough

about the first film to allow him to anticipate what was

involved in the present or
their results were retained

CHAPTER 5
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Investigation of the mean perceptual latencies

revealed that when small increments in relative velocities
Cy) were us@d9 (1,466 and 2,199 feet per second) mean per
ception time of spatial changes were considerably higher
than was expected.

Further investigation showed that with

out exception, the variation among subjects for these rela

tive velocities was much higher than those for higher .
relative velocities (see Table 5,1),

Results of the above

investigation indicates, rather conclusively 9 that the
hypothesis as developed in this thesis is not applicable
for velocities in this range.

Possible reasons for this

disagreement with the theoretical times are found in Chap'
■
'
I
ter 6, In.view of. the above findings* the rang® of rela
tive velocities over which the previously stated hypothesis
is applicable was modified to exclude relative velocities
below 2,199 feet per second,
A linear regression of til® observed perception
times9 t, on the theoretical times x was fitted as shown in
Figure 5,1,

The resulting regression equation is as follows?
t = 1,0348%
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,0034

2.50 —

Observed

2.00

—

Perception

1,50 --

Times

1.00

—

(Sec.)

.50 --

1.00

41.50

42.00

42.50

Theoretical Perception Time (Sec.)
u>
Figure 5.1

Regression of Observed on Theoretical Perception Times.

ox

Relative Velocity, V (feet/second)
Figure 5.2

Plot of Perceptual Latency in
Relation to Relative Velocity.
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Table 5,1

Mean Perceptual Latencies of Subjects
for Indicated Distances and Relative
Velocities, and Variances,
Distance (feet)

Relative
Velocity
(ft/sec)

Mean
(sec)

5p
Vari
ance

90
Mean
(sec)

Vari
ance

Mean
(sec)

11.5
Vari
ance

-1.466

5.5150

7.1981

7.1167

8.6945

10.5875

15.0283

-2.199

4.1792

7.0209

5.3333

16.2051

6.9767

9.1777

-2.993

1.2000

.1971

1.7167

.1636

2.6083

.3040

-4.399

.7375

.1125

1.3475

.2674

1.7708

.1207

-5.866

.6267

.0410

.9642

.1345

1.2683

.1738

-8.799

.3212

.0252

.6933

.0164

.8750

.2058

-11.732

.2208

.0289

.4083

.0099

.6333

.0179

-17.599

.1545

.0164

.2392

.0089

.4625

.0352
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Ninety-five percent confidence limits for the regression
coefficients were found to be;
-.0682 < a < -.004 sec.
1.0117 < B < 1.0479 sec.
Standard deviation about the fitted line was;
S = .0672 sec.
Correlation coefficient r

x

was;

r

= .9949
x
with 16 degrees of freedom.
The primary concern in this analysis was to
determine how closely the mean perception latencies for
changes in intervehicular spacing agreed with the theoreti
cal perception latencies obtained through application of
the proportionality constant for a change in the retinal
angle

( Ao)

this thesis.

and the retinal angle

(8)

as determined in

The above statistical analysis, indicates

that there is a strong correlation between the mean ob
served and theoretical perception times, of inter
vehicular spacing changes, and that a straight line is a
good approximation of the regression of the theoretical
perception times on the observed perception times for
spacing changes caused by relative velocity changes in the
range -3 to -18 feet per second.

CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion

Results of the experiment showed that perceptual
latency of a constant relative velocity is a function of
the retinal angle and a change in th© retinal angle, for,
'relative velocities between approximately ®3 and -18 feet
per second,

A “check of the variation in detection times

indicated that while perception times varied between sub®
jests, there appeared to be no definite tread among varia®
tions for the different relative velocities within the
above range.

Of those relative velocities considered but

found not to be within the acceptable range, extremely
large variation among subjects was found.

No reason for

the large perception time and variations could be deter®
mined.

However discussions with some of the subjects

indicated that there was a tendency to forget the initial
intervehieular separation reference, thereby necessitating
the establishment of additional references and more intense
concentration.

Lack of a sense of urgency may also have

been a contributing factor.

In humans, as in animals,

greater importance is attached to any situation which
40
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threat<ssas ©a®© mll=being or survival0 H®ae@ it would not
b® unreasonabl© if sueh situations tended to ©nvok® a
sens© of urg@n<ey and aeoordingly quicker detection and
response times by those so affected,,

In the situations

depicted in this experiment„ the possibility of a
Mcollision'" with the lead car presents such a situation to
the subjectj, ©specially at small intervehieular separations9
(y) and high relative velocities (y) 0 This however0 was
not the ease with small relative velocities0 Such reason®
ing is supported by a study conducted by SehiffD Caviness,
and Gibson (1962)„ who investigated fear responses in
Rhesus monkeys caused by "’looming1,
110 Results of their
essperim^t showed that a sudden Increase in the sis® of an
optical image elicited marked avoidance responsese Torf
and Duckstein (1966) also indicated they felt that ’’looming”
had a marked effect on response time in car®following situa®
tions■with small intervehieular spacing„ While the reasons
for increased perception times and variation for small rela®
tive velocities as given above appear intuitively correct,
more research Is necessary before definite conclusions can
be reached*
Conclusions
This investigation into driver perception of nega®
tive relative velocities was undertaken because of its
applicability to situations found in the daily driving
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experiences of a vast majority of vehicle driverse

Such

©emr©B<§@..may be Initiated by a driver looking ahead at
the lead ear after tuning the ear radio$ viewing a roadside
scenery, cheeking his speedometer, or other indication meters
or.lights$ or any one of a number of tasks or acts requir
ing visual contact.
While the proportionality constant between retinal
angle and an increase in that angle of ,07 has been shown
to hold for certain negative relative velocity changes and
distances, such may not.be true for changes involving posi
tive relative velocities,

In fact it is obvious from the

results of'the pilot test that this proportionality constant
is somewhat smaller than the constant (,077) for positive
spacing changes.

Although not actually a matter'of particu

lar concern in this experiment * a dieek of detection time
for increases.in vehicular spacing as recorded by the sub
ject, showed in most cases a 50% .increase in detection
times over corresponding distance and relative velocity
changes for decreases in intervehieular spacing.

An interesting phenomenon which was evident in the
pilot test results and one which bears further study, was
the tendency of subjects to indicate a decrease in spacing
when unsure of whether or not a spacing change had ©eeured.
This was brought out by the fact that of the mistaken deter
minations of spacing changes when non© had actually ©eeured,

6?% of the msposases iBdieated a deetease* while only 33%
indiieated am im©f®as©0
The ultimate objective ©f this thesis was to lend
s@m© insight int© a soufe®.@f information available to the
driver concerning intervehleular spacing changes0 Results
contained herein indicate that relative velocity and inter=
vehicular spacing has a definite effect upon perception
latency for decreases in the spacing between a lead and
following ear.o

A hypothesis was presented and tested,

which shows that the proportionality constant of 007 for
an increase in the retinal angle over the retinal angle
provides an excellent means for determining driver pereep®
tual latency of negative velocity changes of between 3 and
18 feet per second*

It is hoped that information contained

herein, along with a knowledge of other sources of inform~
tiom available to the driver, will aid in furthering develop®
memts in the areas of traffic safety and roadway capacity*
Recommendations
Further study in the following areas is recommended s
10 Hypothesising and testing of a functional re®
lationship between the retinal angle and its change which
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2* Determination of the reason decreases in spae=>
ing changes are apparently more detectable than increases0
30 T©sts of a driver9s ability to perceive inter=•
vehicular spacing changes Wiieh are due to acceleration or
deceleration„ subsequmtt to a brief interval in ’
which the
lead ear m s not visible,
4,

Tests in ishitih spacing changes are due to a

combination of relative velocity, acceleration, and
deceleration,
50

Information vdiich allows a driver to detect

spacing changes which are due to small relative velocitiese

APPENDIX A
Initial
Spacing
Retinal
Angle
Between
Cars (ft) (radians)

DATA OBTAINED IN PILOT TEST

Change
(feet)
(radians)

Ai

9
Initial

Correct
Respons
Error
(perType I Type II centag
15

6

67.10

-----

6

4

37.50

-.0165

.0764

11

-

68.75

- 2.5

4.0165

.0828

-

8

37.50

.0866

4 5

-.0054

.0623

20

-

59.30

80

.0812

. 5

4.0054

.0665

-

13

46.8

70

.0928

4 5

-.0062

.0668

17

-

46.8

75

.0866

. 5

4.0062

.0716

-

7

78.1

65

.0999

410

-.0133

.133

10

-

68.7

75

.0866

-10

4.0133

.153

-

4

87.5

75

.0866

410

-.0102

.117

3

-

81.25

85

.0764

-10

4.0102

.133

-

3

81.25

30

.2158

4 5

-.0307

1

-

35

.1851

- 5

4.0307

.142
.165

-

1

93.75
93.75

30

.2158

0

0

75

.0866

0

0

30

.2158

+ 2.5

32.5

.1993

75

Legend:

Type 1:
Type II:

Subject erroneously indicated a decrease in spacing,
Subject erroneously indicated an increase in spacing.

APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS (PILOT TEST)
'During the next ten minutes s you will be show a
film which portrays a situation where you are the driver of
a following ear which is’at various distances behind a lead
ear6

Both ears are stationary and the lead ear will remain

on the screen for approximately three seconds*

You will

note that there are two switches labeled FARTHER and CLOSER
located on a'foot rest in front of you, you are requested
to. keep the FARTHER switch partially depressed at all times
except when you detect a change in the spacing of the two
ears*

If an increase in spacing is detected, you should

vigorously push the FARTHER switch all the way down*

For a

detection <&£" decreased spacing, you are requested to remove
your right foot from the FARTHER switch, depress the CLOSER
switch and resume partially depressing the FARTHER switch,
A filler or blank picture will appear between each
showing of"the lead ear, this filler is for control purposes
only and requires no action on your part*

Spacing changes

will In most cases b© small and difficult to detect.

You

will also hot© that In some cases there has been no spacing
change at all, such eases require no response on your part*
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You will n©6© that the following ear9§ hood is
partially visible and should along with the relative size
of the lead ear aid you in your spacing determination„ You
should not attempt to use reference points in the surround®
ing scenery as aids because these will change from picture
to picture« You are not competing with other subjects$ nor
is quickness of response important9 providing you respond
during the time the picture of the lead ear is on the
screeno .
Do you have any questions'?
through a trial run.

If not, 1 will take you

You may ask questions at any time dur®

ing the trial run and if you make a mistake during the
actual test, merely depress the button located on the arm
rest to your right, and make the correct response.

APPENDIX C
OBSERVED PERCEPTION TIMES
RelaTive
Dis Veloc
tance ity
(ft) (MPH)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115

1
■1.5

2
3
4

6
8
12
1

Subjects

1
5.20
4.00
1.80
.80
.90

.60
.55

.40
8.40

2

3.60
2.60

3
4

2.00

6
8
12
1

1.10

1.5

1.5

2
3
4

6
8
12

1.60

2

3

6.70 10.80
3.00
1.80
.80
1.30 1.40
.55
1.00
.40
.70
.40 ■.20
.30
.50
5.00 10.60
3.20 9.80
1.80 2.10'

6.00

1.60
1.70
1.20

.80
.60
13.00
7.80
3.00
2.80
1.40
0.80

.80
.50
9.10
2.90

1.00

1.00

.80

.75

2.20

2.00
1.60

1.00

1.00

4
3.00
2.90
1.50
.80
.80
.40
.58
.40

6.50
.80
2.00

1.50
.70 L. 50
.80
.90
.60
.60
.50
.40
13.00 14.80
3.80 9.10
3.00 2.95
2.00 1.90
1.80 1.40
.80 1.20
1.00
.60
.70
.70

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2,81 6.47 6.00 10.00 2.80 7.60 3.90
2,95 10,60 8.75 4.00 2.00 3.00 3.20
1.00 1.87 1.50' 2.00 1.00 2.10 1.00
.85 1.10 1.20 1.60
.80 1.20
,80
.95
.97 1.10 1.25
.90 1,10
.80
.55
.50
.80
.50
.60
.95
.65
.70
.65
.80
.37
,40
.40
.60
.50
.28
.20
.60
.42
.50
.60
.55
6.70
4.60 2,00
9.10 10.00 11.20 10.20 4.50
3.10 . 2.00 9.90 9.00 4.40 4.00 14.00 3.60
2.40 1,20 2.10 2.20 ■1.80 1.60 2.50 1.70
1.00 1.00 2.62 2.00 1.80 1,60 2.20 1.45
,80
.75 1.32 1.50 1.70 1.00 1.20 1.20
.90
.90
.92 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.00
.80
.50
.70
.70
.80
.70
.80
.70
.60
.65
,50
.40
.55
.67
«,60
,40
.50
3.80 2.90 14.30 13.10 12.30 11,15 10.00 13.00
2,60 8,10 12.42 8,80 6.80 6.00 8.00 10.80
2.10 .2.75 3.40 3.80 3.10 3.60 2.60 2.20
1.70 2.00 2.05 2.10 2,70 1.80 1.80 1.80
.90 2.10 1.12 2.10 2.00 1.00 1.40 1.80
.50 1.75 2.00 1.10 1.75 1.10 1.10
.80
.70
,90 1.00 1.00 1.00
.90 1.00
.90
.50
.40
.80
.90 1.10
.80
.90
.60
4.30
3.15
1.43
.40
.60
.60
.40

APPENDIX D
. INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS (MAIN EXPERIMENT)

The movie you
of

a ear as

following ear*

are about to see will present scenes■

you wouldview it were you

the driver of a

Each seen© is separated by a filler or

blank picture0 Both ears are moving and traveling in the

same direction*

The ear you are driving is maintaining a

.constant speed*
The situations presented in the movie$ which you
are requested' to detect and so indicate9 are;
1*" The ear in front is traveling at a speed which
Is less than wyourM ear, causing a decrease In the spacing
between the two ears*
2*

The ear in front is. traveling at a speed which

isgreater"than "your" ear, causing an
3* Both ears

increase in spacing*

are traveling at the same speed,

thereby maintaining a constant spacing between the ears*
Only one of the above situations will exist within
a seen®*

To record your decisions, you will note that

there are two switches labeled FARTHER and CLOSER located
on the foot rest in front of you*

You are'requested to

keep the FARTHER switch partially depressed at all times,
49

©xeept yftien you d©teet a change in the spacing of the two
ears, . If an increase in.spacing is detected9 you should
vigorously push the FARTHER switch all the way down.

For

a detection of decreased spacinge you are requested to
d@pr©6s the CLOSER switch momentarily with your right foot*
then resume partially depressing the FARTHER switch,

NO

ACTION IS REQUIRED if you determine that the spacing be=>
tween the ears is not changings or for the filler or blank
picture which appears between each showing of the ear in
front.
You will note that the hood of your ear is par™
tially visible and shoulds along with the relative sise of
.the lead ear and other cues, aid you in your determination.
Do you have any questionsf
through a trial run.
during the trial run.

If not, 1 will take you

You may ask questions at any time
If you make a mistake during the

actual test, depress the button located on the arm rest and
make the correct response.

APPENDIX E

EQUIPMENT LIST
Pilot Test
Vehicles
Lead ear (1967 Chevrolet)
Following ear (1967 Chevrolet)
Lead Car
None
Following Car
Inverter vATR Model RHG)
Decade Interval Timers (2 each Hunter Model lll=c)
Movie Camera (Bolese Model H=16 with electric mo tor e 25mm
£1„4 Swital lens and 16mm £=600 an Vistaseop© lens)
Camera mount (fabricated)

Movie Projector (Bell & Howell Model 302 with 3/4 inch £2,1
Inerelite lens and 16mm £=600 Vistaseop© lens)
Main Experiment
Vehicles
Lead car (1967 Chevrolet)
Following ear (1967 Chevrolet)
Lead Car
Battery inverter power supply (Sanborn Model 53)
Fifth wheel tachometer® genera tor (Weston Model 750A)
Oscillograph Recorder (Sanborn 322)
Two®way Radio (Midlan Model 13®120)
Voltmeter (Triplett Model 420)
Following Car
Battery inverter power supply (Sanborn Model 53)
Camera mount (fabricated)
Fifth wheel taehometer®generator (Weston Model 750A)
51
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Movie Camera (Boless Model H~16 with ©leetrie motor, 25mm
fl04 Swital l^is and 16mm £=600 em Vlstaseope lens)
Oscillograph Recorder (Eaterline®Angus Model 0291)
Two=way Radio (Midland Model 13=120)

Movie Projector (Bell & Howell Model 302 with 1 inch £le9
inerelite lens and 16am £^600 en Vlstaseope lens)
Oscillograph Recorder (Sanborn 322)
Power Supply, DC (Electro Model EFB)
Viewing Room (Fabricated with sound deadening material,
containing subjectes seat and projection screen)
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